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With the progress made in 2015, the beams produced by the CERN Proton Synchrotron using multiturn

extraction (MTE) have been delivered to the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) for the fixed-target physics

run. Operation successfully started in the second half of September 2015 and continued until the end of the

proton physics program by mid November. In this paper the overall performance and beam quality is

discussed in detail considering the complete chain of accelerators, from the PS-Booster to the SPS.

Moreover, a thorough comparison of the global performance of the MTE scheme against the previously

used technique, the so-called continuous transfer (CT), is also carried out.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevAccelBeams.20.014001

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1970s, the proton beam delivered by the CERN
Proton Synchrotron (PS) to the Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) for fixed-target physics has been based on the so-
called continuous transfer (CT) [1,2]. This peculiar extrac-
tion mode was implemented to extract the proton beam
over five PS turns, so that with two subsequent extractions
from the PS, ten elevenths of the SPS circumference can be
filled. With this approach, the filling time, and hence the
proton flux on the SPS experimental area targets, was
optimized. In the PS, prior to extraction, the beam is
debunched and the horizontal tune is set to 6.25 to rotate the
beam by 90° in phase space each machine revolution. A
complex system of slow and fast bumps is then switched
on, so that the beam is sent on the thin foil of an
electrostatic septum, which effectively shaves a part of
the beam off, and by means of a second magnetic septum it
is extracted out of the PS ring.
The ever-increasing requests for protons on target [3]

imposed a critical review and an improvement of the beam
loss management in the PS. In fact, detailed analysis
showed a number of drawbacks of the CT, namely high

losses over a large fraction of the machine circumference,

due to the particles scattered off the foil of the electrostatic

septum [4], and poor betatron matching in the SPS [5,6].

This called for an in-depth review of the extraction process

in the PS aiming at a drastic reduction of beam losses.
The alternative extraction process was proposed in 2002

[7] and is based on a novel beam manipulation in which the

beam distribution is split in the horizontal phase space by

means of stable islands generated by non-linear magnetic

fields (sextupoles and octupoles), which are moved adia-

batically. The split beam can then be extracted over several

turns by means of slow and fast bumps, and a single

magnetic septum. The expected gain with respect to CT is

lower levels of beam losses well localized in the accelerator

circumference. The whole process, beam splitting and

extraction, has been named multiturn extraction (MTE).

To note that in the rest of the paper the beam splitting will

be also referred to as magnetic or transverse splitting, while

beam slicing or shaving refers to the manipulation per-

formed for the CT. The initial idea was studied by means of

numerical simulations together with beam measurements,

using the hardware available in the PS at the time [8–15].

Based on the successful outcome of these studies, an in-

depth analysis aiming at the implementation of the pro-

posed scheme in the PS, in view of making MTE the

operational replacement of CT, was launched in 2006 [16].
The hardware was designed and successfully commis-

sioned in 2008 and the beam commissioning started shortly

thereafter [17–19]. A first short operational period in 2010

was essential to gather experience with the novel technique.
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In spite of an encouraging confirmation of the design
choices, in particular showing the feasibility of the trans-
verse splitting, a number of issues were observed: first, the
transverse splitting and the injection trajectories into the
SPS were suffering from poor reproducibility; second, an
increased radiation level in the extraction region of the
PS was observed. The latter was due to the longitudinal
structure of the beam, which had to be transferred
debunched to the SPS. The beam losses occurring during
the rise time of the extraction kickers were not acceptable
because, albeit small, were localized on the extraction
septum. The fact that this issue only occurs for MTE but
not for CT beams is based on the different extraction
approaches, as the longitudinal structure is identical in both
cases. In fact, in the CT case the kickers are pushing the
beam on an electrostatic septum and the sliced beam is
separated from the circulating one. In the downstream
extraction line this slice then enters the magnetic septum
to experience the final deflection into the transfer line. On
the other hand, in the MTE case the beam is swept, during
the kickers rise time, over the magnetic septum directly,
which results in a much higher level of losses at the
location of this device.
The solution to the excessive radiation levels in the PS

extraction area was found by introducing a so-called
dummy septum [20–24] in the extraction scheme. This
device is installed 8 m upstream of the magnetic septum
and contains a blade, which is supposed to intercept the
protons during the rise time of the extraction kickers to
avoid an interaction with the magnetic septum. The
principle consists of creating a single point of losses on
a passive device, which is well-shielded by an appropriate
concrete enclosure. Albeit simple in principle, this solution
implied a deep revision of all the single-turn extraction
schemes, as the dummy septum is effectively a horizontal
aperture restriction that should be avoided by all extracted
beams, except the MTE one. Having solved this issue, the
lack of reproducibility of the transverse splitting and of the
injection trajectories into the SPS was still preventing
the operational deployment of MTE. After a long search,
at the beginning of 2015, a nonreproducible ripple in the
power converters of some special coils in the PS main
magnets was clearly identified as being well correlated with
the fluctuations of the properties of the split beam
[25,26]. This opened again the possibility of delivering
the MTE beam to the SPS in the second part of the 2015
run and since September 21st, 2015 the CT extraction
has been officially replaced by the MTE scheme. As far as
the fluctuations of the PS extraction trajectories are
concerned, these are partly due to the same ripple of
the power converters that are affecting the transverse
splitting as well as to hysteresis effects due to the change
between different magnetic cycles.
The operational period in 2015 gathered experience and

interesting beam data that can be used to perform a detailed

and quantitative analysis of the performance of the MTE
beam in the PS and the SPS, as well as a comparative
analysis with CT. It is worth stressing that, although the
source of the nonreproducibility of the MTE beam has been
identified, the implemented mitigation measures have not
completely solved the problem. Therefore, time variation of
the MTE beam properties are still present and the analysis
presented in this paper aims also at determining correla-
tions between various beam parameters in order to identify
the key observables and provide specifications to ensure
optimal performance of the whole injector complex.
The structure of the paper is the following: in Sec. II the

roles of each circular machine in the chain of accelerators,
namely PS-Booster (II A), PS (II B), and SPS (II C) are
reviewed, discussing the several activities aimed at com-
missioning MTE or at improving its performance. In
Sec. III the detailed analysis of the overall performance
of the MTE beams is carried out and discussed. This
analysis is split into different parts, referring to either the
analysis of the extraction performance, hence focusing on
the PS (III A), or to the analysis of injection efficiency and
beam behavior in the SPS cycle up to extraction (III B). A
detailed comparison between CT and MTE is performed
in Section III D, while conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV. In
Appendix A the properties of each figure-of-merit used in
the performance analysis and their mutual relationships are
presented, while in Appendix B the harmonic analysis of
the intensity spill for MTE and CT beams is discussed, and
finally in Appendix C the application of the concepts
developed in previous appendices to the measured data is
reported.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE INJECTOR CHAIN

FOR MTE BEAMS

A. PS-Booster

The PS-Booster (PSB) is the first circular machine in the
CERN proton injector chain. The lattice is based on
separate function magnets and triplets’ focusing, with a
transition energy of 3.89 GeV [27]. The beam is injected at
50 MeV kinetic energy from the proton linear accelerator
Linac 2. The PSB accelerates various beams for the LHC
and for fixed-target experiments, featuring extracted inten-
sities varying over more than three orders of magnitude. At
these low energies, one of the main performance limitations
consists of transverse emittance growth due to direct space
charge. The PSB was constructed in 1972 exactly to
mitigate this limitation at injection energy in the down-
stream accelerator, the PS. It features four rings stacked on
top of each other to be able to divide the full beam intensity
by four, accelerate the four beam fractions and recombine
them again in the transfer line after extraction at 1.4 GeV
kinetic energy. Injection occurs at nonzero magnetic field
variation to leave the high space charge regime as quickly
as possible.
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Together with the Linac 2, which provides initial trans-
verse emittance around 1 μm in both planes, the PSB
basically defines the transverse emittances of all proton
beams produced at CERN. This is related to the multiturn
injection process, where the Linac 2 beam is injected at the
location of a magnetic septum over a certain number of PSB
turns on a decaying-amplitude injection bump. Therefore,
the injected-beam trajectory steadily approaches the circu-
lating-beam orbit, as well as the septum blade. While this

allows accumulating more than 1013 protons=ring, it also
leads to injection losses at the septum blade that usually
exceed 40% of the injected intensity. It is worth noting that
the injection process naturally induces a linear relationship
between injected intensity and transverse beam emittances.
The MTE beam should be delivered to the SPS fixed-

target experiments providing an intensity varying over a
certain range. The SPS is particularly sensitive to the value
of the vertical beam emittance (see Sec. II C) due to the
limited vertical aperture. Therefore, it was of prime
importance to minimize the vertical emittance of the
MTE beam in the PSB for all intensities needed. The task
was particularly difficult for higher intensities, as transverse
emittances are larger because of the multiturn injection
process and the large space charge tune spread. In addition,
the horizontal emittance is supposed to be larger than the
vertical one for improving the transverse splitting in the PS.
All these requirements are difficult to achieve with the
present injection scheme, as transverse phase space paint-
ing will become available only after the connection of the
Linac 4 [28,29] and the newH− injection scheme into PSB.
Hence, the following parameters had to be fine-tuned to
fulfill the multiple constraints: (i) Number of injected turns
(ii) Angle and position of the injected beam through
orthogonal knobs (iii) Amplitude of the injection bump
(iv) Injection time on the decaying part of the injection
bump (v) Optimization of the dynamic evolution of the
working point (vi) Appropriate resonance compensation,
e.g., for the half-integer resonance.
Particular attention had to be paid to the optimization of

the working point along the PSB magnetic cycle. Trim
power supplies are available in each PSB ring for the main
focusing and defocusing quadrupoles to modify the ring’s
bare tune, i.e., the tune for a zero-intensity beam. For high-
intensity beams, the direct space charge vertical tune spread
at PSB injection is very large (> 0.7 [30]), and therefore the
bare working point has to be increased to avoid losses at the
integer resonance, which is usually done during the first
200 ms after injection (note in the PSB the total duration of
acceleration is 530 ms). For the CT beam, the vertical
working point at injection was set just below the half-
integer (the vertical tune spread for an extracted intensity

of 600 × 1010 protons=ring > 0.5 [30]), reaching vertical
emittance values at extraction just below 5.5 μm (1σ
normalized). Unfortunately, it was impossible to obtain
the small vertical emittance goal of ≈4 μm for the MTE

beam using the same dynamic working point. Moreover, it
should also be mentioned that toward the second half of
2015 the beam current delivered by Linac 2 was lowered by
about 15% compared to previous years, which resulted in
an increased number of injected turns that reached the
same intensity, thus producing beams with larger transverse
emittances.
The working point was optimized throughout the whole

acceleration cycle until extraction with minimum linear
coupling between the horizontal and vertical planes. The
vertical working point at injection was increased for all
rings to values between 4.65 and 4.7 (see Fig. 1) as well
as the horizontal one from 4.25 to ≈4.31. As can be seen
from Fig. 1, and considering also the large Laslett tune
spread, many resonances are crossed during the cycle.
Obviously, the harmful resonances have to be well com-
pensated to avoid losses, which is accomplished by means
of a set of multipolar magnets available in the PSB rings.
Nevertheless, the choice of the vertical tune above the
vertical half-integer resonance line leads to some losses,
which are nevertheless at low energy. However, given that
mainly large-amplitude particles are lost, this results in a
decrease in vertical emittance, which is a positive effect.
It is worthwhile noting that the total amount of losses
along the cycle was still comparable between CT and
MTE beams.
The transverse emittance values that could be achieved in

the PSB at extraction energy for the corresponding total
MTE intensities are summarized in Table I.
In Fig. 2, the impact of the special setup applied to the

MTE beams in the PSB is shown. The transverse emittan-
ces are plotted as a function of the bunch intensity. Two

FIG. 1. Calculated zero-intensity working point evolution along
the PSB cycle for the MTE beam. Injection takes place in the
upper right end of the working point lines. Resonance lines up to
4th order are shown.
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cases are shown: one corresponding to the standard cycle
configuration (blue) and one for the optimized cycle (red).
In both cases the linear dependence of emittances on
intensity is clearly visible. On the other hand, a clear
difference is seen for the evolution of the vertical emittance.
Indeed, not only has the offset term of the linear relations
been decreased, but also the slope, thus making the vertical
emittance for the optimized cycle smaller and also less
dependent on the intensity. This was certainly a major
achievement that allowed us to test high-intensity MTE
beams in the SPS.
In the longitudinal plane, maximum radio-frequency (rf)

voltages of both the h ¼ 1 and h ¼ 2 PSB cavities, the
latter shifted by 180° in phase, are applied at injection to
generate the largest possible rf bucket area, in order to
maximize capture efficiency and to minimize space
charge effects by flattening the longitudinal distribution.
At extraction, the requirements for the MTE beam are

defined by the PS. Injection into the PS is performed with a
single-batch, bunch-to-bucket transfer at h ¼ 8, which
imposes that longitudinal bunch splitting is performed in
each of the four PSB rings, according to a well-established
operational beam manipulation. The full bunch length at
extraction is around 160 ns and the longitudinal emittance
(matched area) is 1.3 eVs. After synchronization, the two
bunches per ring are recombined after extraction and then
transferred to the PS ring.

B. Proton synchrotron

The PS is the oldest CERN synchrotron [31], with a
lattice based on combined function magnets and doublets
focusing, with a transition energy of 5.72 GeV. Being at the
heart of the injector chain, the PS is essential for the
definition of the key parameters of the beams delivered to
the SPS and to the LHC, see Ref. [32] for an overview of
the several beam manipulations performed in the PS ring,
while a summary of main parameters is listed in Table II.
Its role is essential for the production of proton beams

based on transverse splitting, a manipulation performed
on the flat top of the magnetic cycle at the extraction
momentum of 14 GeV=c. Even if this section focuses at the
beam manipulation at flat top, it is worth mentioning some
key features of the low-energy part of the PS cycle, which

TABLE I. Measured average normalized emittance values for
the MTE beam and different total intensities, expressed in protons
per pulse (ppp). The emittance is expressed as 1σ normalized
value.

Total intensity ½1010 ppp� hϵxi ½μm� hϵyi ½μm�

1500 5.2 3.4
1800 6.1 3.7
2000 6.8 4.2

 ppp]

After o isation

 ppp

After optimization

FIG. 2. Measured transverse normalized emittances in the PSB
as a function of bunch intensity. The situation for the standard
setup (“Initial”) as well as the special one (“After optimization”)
is shown and proves the reduced dependence on intensity of the
vertical emittances for the special configuration. The emittance is
expressed as 1σ normalized value.

TABLE II. Basic parameters of the PS ring. The cycle length
refers to the time needed from injection up to extraction energy
(including the time for single-, multi-turn, or slow beam extrac-
tion) and back again to injection. Such a time is multiple of the
PSB repetition rate, which is 1.2 s.

Accelerated particles p and several types of ions
Injection kinetic energy [GeV] 1.4
Maximum energy [GeV] 26
Circumference [m] 200π

Magnetic lattice focusing Alternating-gradient,
combined-function

Focusing type FOFDOD
Number of main magnets 100
Bending magnetic field [T] 0.101 at injection,

1.24 at 26 GeV
Betatron oscillations/turn 6.25 (h), 6.25 (v)
Minimum and maximum
β function [m] 11.7–22.6
Minimum and maximum
Dispersion function [m] 2.3–3.1
Transition energy [GeV] 5.72
Magnetic cycle length [s] 1.2 (up to 20 GeV)

2.4 (up to 26 GeV)
Straight sections number ¼ 100, 80

of 1.6 m, 20 of 3 m
Main rf system (tunable) 10þ 1 cavities,

2.6–9.5 MHz, 200 kV
total maximum

Auxiliary rf systems [MHz] 13.3, 20, 40, 80, 200
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are relevant for the beam splitting at top energy: (i) A
reduced linear coupling, achieved by means of two families
of skew quadrupoles distributed along the PS ring, aimed at
preserving the special emittance ratio. (ii) A longitudinal
splitting (see Fig. 3, upper) changing the harmonic number
from h ¼ 8 (used at injection and in the low-energy part of
the acceleration) to h ¼ 16 (used during most of the
acceleration and at flat top). The description of the details
of the transverse splitting can be found in Refs. [25,26].
Here, only the main features will be outlined.
The transverse splitting and transport process, which

efficiently replaces the slicing performed with CT, occurs
prior to and prepares for beam extraction.
The time variation of the dedicated sextupoles and

octupoles used to trap particles and of the rf voltage is
shown in Fig. 3 (upper), while in the lower part the
variation of the key physical parameters is reported,
assuming the following notation:

QxðJx; Jy; δÞ ¼ Qx þ 2h2;0Jx þ h1;1Jy þQ0
xδþ

1

2
Q00

xδ
2
…

QyðJx; Jy; δÞ ¼ Qy þ h1;1Jx þ 2h0;2Jy þQ0
yδþ

1

2
Q00

yδ
2
…

ð1Þ

where δ and Jx, Jy are the relative momentum offset and

the actions in the horizontal and vertical plane. The terms

h2;0; h0;2; h1;1 represent the detuning due to nonlinear

motion in the horizontal, vertical plane, and the nonlinear

coupling between them [33]. Q
ðnÞ
x;y are the nth order

chromaticities. The coefficients appearing in Eqs. (1) are
well-known functions of the strength of quadrupoles,
sextupoles, and octupoles in the PS ring [33].
Sextupole and octupole magnets are used to generate the

stable islands and to control their parameters, size and
position, to maximize the trapping probability. The cou-
pling between horizontal and vertical motion, which could
negatively affect the overall trapping efficiency, is reduced
by minimizing h1;1 and the vertical emittance. In theory,

the coefficients Q
ðnÞ
x should be minimized to reduce the

coupling between transverse and longitudinal motion. In
practice, due a limited number of correcting circuits, only
Q0

x is controlled, the other parameters being left free.
Similarly, in the vertical plane the variation of the tune
is left free together with the other chromatic parame-

ters Q
ðnÞ
y .

The impact of the nonlinear coupling between the two
transverse planes has been probed by measuring, by means
of a wire scanner, the vertical emittance at PS injection
and just prior to extraction, i.e., after beam splitting. In
Fig. 4 the 1σ normalized emittances are shown as a function
of the beam intensity. For each intensity value, roughly ten
emittance measurements have been performed and the
values shown in the plot are the mean of each series.
The spread is completely negligible on that scale, implying
a very good reproducibility of the measurement and of the
beam parameters. It is also worth stressing that the accuracy
with which the emittance is derived from wire scanner
measurements in the PS ring is estimated to be of the order
of 5% [34]. At injection, the comparison between the
emittance measured in the PS and the corresponding value
from the fit of PSB values (as shown in Fig. 2) is very good:
the difference is almost constant over the intensity range

FIG. 3. Upper: Time evolution of the strength of the key
families of sextupoles, octupoles, and of rf voltage during the
resonance crossing process. Bottom: The variation of the corre-
sponding main observables of beam dynamics is also shown. δb is
the bucket height and is equal to 3σδ, with σδ the rms beam
momentum spread. The location of the main elements in the PS
ring is shown in Fig. 5. The elements with name starting with X or
O are sextupoles, or octupoles, respectively.
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injection and after beam splitting as a function of total beam
intensity. The relative emittance growth is also shown together
with the measured emittance evolution vs intensity out of the PSB
(see Fig. 2).
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shown in Fig. 4 and less than 3%. The measured emittances
at injection and at 14 GeV=c feature an offset and a slightly
different slope as a function of beam intensity, which points
to some emittance growth. The value is in the range 10% to
16%, but it should be noted that the observed emittance
growth represents an upper bound of the increase, possibly
generated by nonlinear coupling during beam splitting. In
fact, some of the emittance increase could be generated
during acceleration and the ramp up of sextupoles and
octupoles while preparing for the splitting.
Figure 5 shows the linear optical parameters of the PS

ring together with the location of the key elements used for
MTE (upper part) together with the beam envelopes of the
two beams after splitting and before extraction takes place
(lower part). The large occupancy of the PS ring mechani-
cal aperture due to the split beam is clearly visible, where

the beam envelopes are reported as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

9σβ þ 4σδ
p

and σβ
stands for the betatronic beam size.
To perform the splitting, a horizontal 4th order resonance

is crossed by changing the horizontal tune while keeping
the vertical one constant. This variation is obtained by
means of two families of quadrupoles that are distributed
along the PS circumference. For 30 ms (one PS turn
corresponds to 2.1 μs) after resonance crossing, the beam
is excited horizontally by a wide band stripline kicker, used
to provide an excitation in open loop at a frequency close to

the resonant tune frequency. This has shown to improve the
trapping probability into the stable islands. After splitting,
the beam is made of two disconnected parts: the beamlets
in the stable islands, which form a structure four machine
turns long and the beam core. This core is made of the
particles left around the center of phase space after
resonance crossing and is only one machine-turn long.
Beam extraction proper is made by a set of fast dipoles (also
called kickers) generating a closed orbit deformation
lasting five machine turns.
As far as the longitudinal dynamics is concerned, the rf

voltage, Vrf , of the 10 MHz main cavity system is reduced
before the resonance-crossing stage to minimize even
further the coupling between the transverse and longi-
tudinal degrees of freedom by reducing δ [see Eq. (1)]. At
the end of the splitting process, Vrf is set to zero to perform
a complete debunching of the beam from the original
h ¼ 16 configuration. The debunching could not be per-
formed before beam splitting as a precise control of the
beam radial position is essential for the optimal control of
the resonance-crossing process. Prior to extraction a partial
recapture using a 200 MHz system is performed and the
continuous beam, with an intensity modulation, is ready for
transfer to the SPS, where it will be recaptured using the
200 MHz main rf system.
As mentioned earlier, the overall performance of the

splitting process is very sensitive to the magnetic status of
the PS ring magnets. Following intense studies and beam
tests, it turned out that the main source of nonreproducibility
of the PS transverse splitting gymnastics is linked to a series
of special coils, the so-called pole-face-windings (PFW) and
the figure-of-eight loop (F8L) installed in the combined-
function main magnets, which are used to control the PS
working point, i.e., Qx;y and Q0

x;y (see Ref. [32] and

references therein, as well as the sketch in Fig. 6).
In fact, the switch-mode power converters of these coils

operate at 5 kHz (for the PFWs) and 2.5 kHz (for the F8L),
and generate a current ripple at that frequency. Moreover,
the amplitude of such a component turned out to be larger
than expected and not constant in time. The latter issue is a
consequence of the lack of synchronization of the control
clocks of the power converters of the different circuits. The
main effect of such a ripple is to change the machine
parameters and hence to alter the overall efficiency of the
MTE process, as is shown in Fig. 7.
The figure-of-merit of the MTE performance [25] is

MTE efficiency ¼ ηMTE ¼
hIIslandsi

ITotal
; ð2Þ

where hIIslandsi and ITotal stand for the average intensity in
the islands and the total beam intensity, respectively. The
nominal efficiency is 20%, corresponding to an equal beam
sharing between islands and core, with a minimum accept-
able value of 19% set by the SPS.

FIG. 5. Upper: Evolution along the PS circumference of the
lattice functions, showing also the location of the essential
elements for MTE. Bottom: Horizontal ring aperture together
with beamlets and core envelope just prior to the pulsing of the
kickers. The extraction region indicates the section of the ring
where orbit bumps are present. The element name includes the
number of the straight section in which the device is installed.
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In general, if no particular symmetry is assumed for the
extracted spill intensity, then the following figure-of-merit

ηDC ¼
1

T

½
R

T
0
IðtÞdt�2

R

T
0
I2ðtÞdt

ð3Þ

can be used, which represents the deviation of the extracted
intensity from the case of a perfectly constant spill. In this
case IðtÞ represents the extracted intensity as a function of
time and T is the duration of the extracted spill. In the case
of a multiturn extraction it is assumed that T ¼ nτ where τ
is the revolution period and n is the number of extracted
turns, which for our case, i.e., MTE or CT, corresponds to

n ¼ 5. Some properties of ηMTE and ηDC are listed in
Appendix A.

C. Super Proton Synchrotron

The SPS is the last accelerator of the CERN injector
complex. It delivers a beam to the North Area fixed target
experiments using a resonant slow extraction, serves as
LHC injector, and provides beam to the HiradMat [36] and
AWAKE [37,38] facilities. Between 2007 and 2012, the
SPS provided high intensity fixed target beams for the
CERN Neutrino to Gran Sasso (CNGS) experiment [3].
Furthermore, the SPS might deliver high intensity beams to
the proposed future fixed target facility for the Search for
HIdden Particles (SHIP) [39].
The SPS has a regular FODO lattice with six long

straight sections (LSSs) [40], featuring a transition energy
of 21.6 GeV: a summary of main parameters are listed in
Table III. The proton beams for fixed target physics are
injected at a momentum of 14 GeV=c and therefore need to
cross transition in the early part of the acceleration cycle to
the 400 GeV=c extraction momentum. Due to the high
intensity of the fixed-target beams used in routine oper-
ation, beam loss in the SPS has to be kept as low as possible
to limit activation of the ring.
The shape of the vacuum chambers follows the beam size

variation around the ring circumference and the aperture is
optimized to accommodate the horizontal beam size that

FIG. 7. Left: Measured horizontal beam distribution for differ-
ent efficiency of the beam splitting. Right: Corresponding
intensity profile measured by a beam current transformer in
the transfer line between the PS and the SPS.

FIG. 6. Sketch of the PS main magnet (upper) and of the five
circuits used to control tunes and chromaticities (lower), from
Ref. [35]. The additional coils enable generating a transverse
variation of the magnetic field, which is used to produce non-
linear field components essential for the control of the transverse
splitting.

TABLE III. Basic parameters of the SPS ring. The cycle length
refers to the time needed from injection up to extraction energy
(including the time for single-, multi-turn, or slow beam extrac-
tion) and back again to injection. Such a time is a multiple of the
PSB repetition rate, which is 1.2 s.

Accelerated particles p and several types of ions
Injection energy [GeV] 14
Maximum energy [GeV] 450
Circumference [m] 2200π

Magnetic lattice focusing Alternating-gradient,
separated-function

Focusing type FODO
Number of main magnets 744 dipoles, 216 quadrupoles
Bending magnetic field [T] 0.06 at injection,

2.03 T at 450 GeV
Betatron oscillations/turn 26.62 (h), 26.58 (v)
Minimum and maximum
β function [m] 20–107
Minimum and maximum
Dispersion function [m] −0.5–4.5
Transition energy [GeV] 21.6
Magnetic cycle length [s] 10.8 (up to 400 GeV)
Long straight number ¼ 6,
sections 130 m each
Main rf system 4 cavities, 200 MHz,

7 MV total maximum
Auxiliary rf systems [MHz] 800
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grows larger due to the increased momentum spread during
transition crossing. Due to the flat vacuum chambers in the
dipole magnets, the vertical acceptance becomes critical at
injection energy and in the first part of acceleration.
Figure 8 (left) shows the vertical beam profile of a fixed

target beam measured with a SPS wire scanner at injection
energy after excitation with the tune kicker, which is used
as a procedure to probe the ring aperture. The sharp edges
of the beam profile result from losses at aperture restrictions
around the ring together with filamentation due to strong
amplitude detuning induced by octupoles. The full width of
the beam profile corresponds to the vertical aperture limit of
the machine scaled to the beta function at the wire scanner
location. Based on this information, the losses to be
expected when injecting a beam with a Gaussian vertical
particle distribution can be calculated as a function of the
vertical emittance, as shown in Fig. 8 (right), where different
values of the aperture limits are considered. The aperture
limit is scaled to the beta function at the TIDVG internal
beam dump, which is by design the theoretical vertical
aperture restriction of the whole machine.
The vertical acceptance of the SPS varies from year to

year due to several reasons, such as, e.g., changes in the
machine alignment due to magnet replacements.
Measurements of the SPS aperture limit are performed
routinely each year during the commissioning period so
that possible degradation can be identified and, if possible,
aperture bottlenecks removed. Figure 9 shows the evolution
of the measured vertical aperture in the SPS using the
excitation with the tune kicker and wire scanner measure-
ment as described above. The vertical aperture limit
measured at the wire scanner locations and scaled to the
position of the internal beam dump TIDVG performed

between 1995 and 2015 range from 26 to 33 mm, compared
to the TIDVG aperture of ≈40 mm. In the last years the
vertical aperture was typically 32.5 mm, but in 2015 after
long shutdown 1, the aperture was found to be reduced
to 31 mm.
The characteristics of the vertical beam emittance at SPS

injection depend on the extraction scheme in the PS. The
CT scheme profits from the emittance exchange optics [41]
in the TT2-TT10 transfer line between the PS and the SPS
so that the vertical emittance at SPS injection is defined by
the horizontal beam emittance after the slicing at the
electrostatic extraction septum in the PS. In the case of
the MTE scheme, the emittance exchange is not applied,
because the cycle-to-cycle fluctuation of the horizontal
extraction trajectories at the PS would be transferred to the
vertical plane at SPS injection, thus reducing even further
the already limited vertical aperture. Therefore, for typical
fixed target beam parameters at PS flat-top prior to
extraction, the CT scheme provides smaller vertical emit-
tance. Nevertheless, special measures were put in place in
the beam production at the PSB (cf. Sec. II A), which
allowed reducing the vertical emittance for the MTE beam
so that similar values as with the CT scheme could be
achieved in the last part of the 2015 run, i.e., about 4 μm for

an intensity of 1800 × 1010 p at PS extraction.
Apart from small vertical emittance, an important

parameter for minimizing losses in the SPS is the amount
of 200 MHz structure on the beam extracted from the PS.
In fact, the rf loops rely on this feature to work properly and
to ensure good capture efficiency. Furthermore, the SPS
requires an intensity difference not exceeding about 5%
between the five turns extracted from the PS, i.e., in the
case of MTE, ηMTE ¼ 20%� 1%, in order to guarantee a
regular spill structure during the resonant slow extraction to
the experiments.
The work on the commissioning of the MTE beam in the

SPS in 2015 started with machine development studies
aimed at optimizing the transfer line steering of TT10,

FIG. 8. Left: Wire scanner vertical profile measurement,
showing the profile tails, cut by the aperture restrictions,
leading to beam scraping and losses. The extent of the profile
is hence a measure of the global available aperture. Right:
Expected losses at the SPS flat bottom as a function of the
vertical normalised emittance. The global aperture bottleneck is
the internal dump, TIDVG.

FIG. 9. Evolution of the measured SPS vertical aperture from
1995 to 2015. The extent of the transverse particle distribution of
a blown up beam is evaluated with wire scanners as a measure
of the global aperture. The measurements with two wire scanners
are compared and translated to the location of the known SPS
aperture bottleneck TIDVG.
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performing a careful correction of the closed orbit at
injection energy, and of the energy matching between the
PS and the SPS. The latter is more delicate with MTE than
CT beams, due to reduced freedom in setting the radial beam
position at PS extraction. In fact, depending on the value
of the radial position, the feed down from the nonlinear
magnetic components in the PS main magnets changes, thus
varying the performance of the transverse splitting in the PS.
Another difficulty at the beginning of the MTE operation in
the SPS came from the nonuniform and nonreproducible
distribution of intensity along the PS spill. These features
tend to degrade the performance of the rf loops, thus
inducing also changes in the position measurement on the
first turn by the SPS BPM system, eventually leading to
shot-by-shot measurement differences.
The adjustment of the horizontal trajectories of the five

extracted turns from the PS requires special care due to the
limited means available in the PS-SPS transfer line to
perform turn-by-turn corrections of the beam trajectories.
Indeed, more than a 5 mm difference in horizontal position
at the injection point in the SPS was observed for the
different PS-extracted turns.
In preparation for the resonant slow extraction at top

energy, the fixed-target beams are operated with a working
point below the third order resonance in the horizontal
plane. The best transmission is achieved for vertical tunes
close to the coupling resonance and above the half integer
resonance. The nominal working point is therefore
Qx=Qy ¼ 26.62=26.58. Good control of betatron tunes

along the low energy part of the cycle and during transition
crossing is crucial, and with the larger beams at injection,
this is even more important for MTE beams.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

FOR MTE BEAMS

The quantitative analysis of the MTE technique is
performed by considering the PS and SPS rings, first as
separate entities, and then by looking for correlations
between the two machines. This is imposed by the present
state of MTE, in which fluctuations of the beam parameters
are still present, although at a reduced level with respect
to the initial beam commissioning. Afterwards, a direct
comparison between CT and MTE is carried out to assess
the improvements already achieved and the areas still
requiring further attention.
For the performance analysis, certain time frames were

chosen to analyze data from 2010 (for the initial MTE
operational implementation) as well as from the 2015 run
[25]. For 2015, one time frame was chosen as represen-
tative of the CT extraction technique on September 19th,
which was near the end of the usage of CT. For the MTE
data in 2015, the intensity Np was tested in three separate

time frames to probe the following values: 1500, 1800, and

2000, all in 1010 ppp. Note that while the first value had
been used in operation for a few weeks, the intermediate

one was used for SPS filling only for some hours, on the

move toward Np ¼ 2000 × 1010 ppp, which was the value

kept until the end of the 2015 run. The overall picture is
shown in Fig. 10 (upper part, from Ref. [25]), where the PS
beam intensity and the extraction efficiency are plotted as a
function of time.
To carry out the full performance analysis, certain cuts

had to be made on the beam intensity entering the PS and
SPS, so as to remove data that was anomalous and varied
too widely from the configuration to which the machines
were calibrated. In Fig. 10 (lower part), the raw data for the
PS intensity is shown before any selection is made, along
with the implemented cuts in intensity and corresponding
ηMTE over time. The cuts used for all time frames are also
summarized in Table IV. It is worth noting that the number
of cycles with zero intensity, or in any case outside the
range of the defined cuts, was correlated with the value of
Np. This is reflected in a larger fraction of rejected data,

which, however, is completely uncorrelated with the trans-
verse splitting, but rather based on the performance of the
Linac 2 proton source.
As already mentioned in Sec. II A, although special

beams have been prepared for MTE, the overall perfor-
mance in terms of transfer losses between the PSB and the
PS is essentially the same for CT and MTE. Therefore, the
performance analysis presented in the following focuses on

FIG. 10. Upper: Evolution of the PS beam intensity and
extraction efficiency during the 2015 MTE run (from Ref. [25]).
The three colored regions towards the end of the run correspond
approximately to the selected time frames used in the analysis
reported here. Bottom: PS intensity over time, shown together
with the cuts in intensity, and ηMTE.
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the PS and SPS rings. For a similar reason, the PS
performance below 14 GeV=c is not analyzed or discussed
in the following given that no significant differences are
found between CT and MTE.

A. Proton synchrotron

The analysis of the PS performance is based on three
main figures-of-merit, namely ηMTE; ηDC, and ηExt. The first
two have been already defined, while the last one is the
extraction efficiency, obtained by comparing the intensity
prior to extraction, as measured by a current transformer in
the ring, with the measurement of a current transformer
at the beginning of the transfer line. It is worth stressing that
the accuracy with which the beam intensity is measured is
not the same for the case of circulating or single pass beam,
the latter being much less accurate.
To evaluate ηMTE and ηDC, the extracted beam intensity

IðtÞ (also called spill in the following) must be examined.
The spill can be acquired by either a high- or a low-
sampling rate device. Given the large amount of data
generated by the latter, the data used for the analysis
reported in this paper is based on the low-sampling rate
device. However, for a specific data sample a detailed
comparison of ηMTE and ηDC provided by the two devices
has been carried out and a very good correlation was found
(featuring a correlation factor ρ around 0.99).
An example of typical spills for both CTandMTE can be

seen overlaid on top of each other in Fig. 11. These spills
have been calculated by restoring the baseline linearity,

which is distorted by the electrical properties of the circuits,
and by suppressing the resulting constant baseline [42]. It is
important to note the two main differences between the two
extraction techniques, namely the slope of the spill, both at
the start and end of extraction, which is much steeper for
MTE, due to faster kicker rise time in comparison with the
CT fast dipoles, and the dip in intensity when the fifth turn
is extracted, which is much lower for MTE, due to the direct
losses on the magnetic septum.
Histograms of ηMTE and of ηDC can be seen in Fig. 12

(upper and lower part, respectively) and the distributions
are close to the nominal values for each figure-of-merit.
A histogram of ηExt can be seen in Fig. 13 (upper part)

and the independence of the distributions from beam
intensity is clearly visible. Similarly, a transfer efficiency
for the transfer line has been defined using as boundaries
the first current transformer out of the PS ring, i.e., the same
device used for ηExt, and the last device before the injection
point into the SPS. The distribution of this figure-of-merit
is also shown in Fig. 13 (lower part). The distributions are
sharply peaked, without large tails, thus indicating that the
fluctuations in ηMTE are not affecting the performance of
the beam transfer between the two rings (see later).
The last observation, already made in Ref. [25], is that

only a very mild dependence on the beam intensity is found

FIG. 11. Example spills for both CT and MTE.

FIG. 12. Upper: Histogram showing the distribution of the
MTE efficiency. Bottom: Histogram showing the distribution of
the DC efficiency including CT data. The typical intensity values
are in units of 1010 ppp at extraction from the PS.

TABLE IV. Intensity selection ranges (all units, unless otherwise
specified, are 1010 ppp). The large percentage of data removed
from the sample corresponding to Np ¼ 1800 is due to the period

near the start in which the intensity was much too high.

Intensity PS Acceptance
SPS

Acceptance
Removed
data [%]

1500 1400 ≤ Np ≤ 1600 2600 ≤ Np 11.1

MTE 1800 1700 ≤ Np ≤ 1900 3050 ≤ Np 30.2

2000 1850 ≤ Np ≤ 2050 3400 ≤ Np 19.3

CT 1600 1500 ≤ Np ≤ 1700 2850 ≤ Np 10.4
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in the 2015 data, which is certainly an important point for
future developments with higher intensity beams.

B. Super Proton Synchrotron

While in the PS, the split beams are generated only prior
to extraction, and the evaluation of the performance of the
process is limited to the analysis of the final stages of the PS
cycle. In the case of the SPS, it is important to consider the
performance throughout the whole acceleration cycle, to
assess whether there are critical stages for the MTE beam.
The standard approach used to qualify the SPS perfor-
mance is based on the definition of key times along the
magnetic cycle at which the transmission efficiencies are
examined. The names for these times (and their abbrevia-
tions) are as follows: (i) Injection (Inj), 1220 ms after
the first injection (ii) Flat Bottom (FB), 1260 ms after the
first injection (iii) Front Porch (FP), 1460 ms after the
first injection (iv) Transition (Tr), 1530 ms after the first
injection (v) Flat Top (FT), 4260 ms after the first injection.
These times can also be seen in Fig. 14 where the evolution
of the beam intensity and momentum is shown as a function
of time. Note also that transmission efficiencies within the
SPS are defined in terms of the transmission from the
previous stage to the stage named. As an example, ηTr is

defined as the percentage of intensity at FP that gets
transmitted to Tr.
It is worth stressing that two extractions from the PS

are injected into the SPS, separated by 1.2 s, the PS cycle
length for accelerating protons to 14 GeV=c, which
explains the flat bottom part of the SPS magnetic cycle.
Therefore, the SPS injection efficiency is defined as being
the sum of the circulating intensities, just after injection
into the SPS, of each of the two beams, divided by the sum
of the two beams’ intensities in the transfer line just
upstream of the injection point in the SPS.
The distributions of the efficiencies at the various key

times for the three intensity values used in 2015 are
reported in Fig. 15, including also comparative data from
the CT. Wherever possible, the data from the 2010 MTE
run is also included in the analysis. Similar to what was
observed in the PS, a sizeable improvement is visible both
in terms of mean and rms values of the distribution of the
efficiency figures. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that
ηFB for the MTE in 2010 is comparable with what was
measured in 2015 for the lowest intensity used. This is
possibly an indication of the reduction of SPS vertical
aperture over time, as the vertical emittance of the MTE
beam delivered by the PS is approximately constant over
the years.
The other important aspect is that, unlike in the PS,

where only mild dependence on beam intensity was
observed, the SPS performance clearly depends on the
beam intensity. In the flat bottom part specifically, and
more generally in the low energy part of the SPS cycle, the
intensity dependence can be explained in terms of the link
between beam emittance and intensity, combined with the
SPS aperture limitation in the vertical plane (see Sec. II C).
This is also supported by the observation that the difference
in transmission for the three beam intensities decreases
with energy in the SPS, as the physical beam emittance
shrinks, thus mitigating the aperture issue. The three MTE
beam intensities do not lead to any measurable difference
in performance beyond the transition energy and for this
stage the beam losses are virtually zero. The nonmonotonic
behavior of the beam losses vs. intensity is due to the fast

FIG. 13. Upper: Histogram showing the distribution of the PS
extraction efficiency. Bottom: Histogram showing the distribu-
tion of the transfer line transmission efficiency. The typical
intensity values are in units of 1010 ppp at extraction from the PS.

FIG. 14. Example of beam intensity in the SPS as a function
of time.
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transition through the case Np ¼ 1800 × 1010 ppp, which

was not fully optimized like the other two intensity steps.
Another interesting point is the very much increased

spread of the distributions of ηFP with respect to ηInj and

ηFB. This could be linked with the combined effect of losses
due to the limited vertical SPS acceptance (also affecting
ηInj and ηFB) and to longitudinal beam dynamics, like

uncaptured beam that would be then lost at the beginning of
acceleration. There are some hints that the MTE spill has
more structure than the CTone (see the analysis carried out
in Appendix C); however, until now it has not been possible
to perform any measurement of the correlation between the
spill structure and any of the efficiency figure-of-merit for
the SPS.
A possible metric for the overall SPS performance is

given by the SPS transmission efficiency ηSPS, defined in

terms of the intensity at the end of the SPS cycle prior to

beam extraction (at FT) divided by the sum of the two

beams’ intensities before ejection in the PS. The histo-

gram is shown in Fig. 15 (lower right plot), where the

overall improvement of the transmission efficiency

over time is clearly visible and, as expected, features a

dependence on beam intensity. ηSPS is not the unique

indicator of global performance for the MTE beam as one

can also include the PS, providing a figure-of-merit for

the efficiency between PS (before splitting) until SPS flat

top. This indicator is called ηOverall and its distribution is

shown in Fig. 16. Once more, the MTE improvement over

the years is clearly seen as well as a certain dependence

on the beam intensity.
The last point to consider is that the previous efficiency

indicators, which reflect a time dependence of the losses,

FIG. 15. Global picture of the distribution of the beam transmission through the SPS cycle at the key times used for the performance
evaluation. The typical intensity values are in units of 1010 ppp at extraction from the PS.
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can provide insight into the losses distributions as a
function of beam momentum. This aspect is essential when
evaluating the overall performance of MTE beams, i.e.,
looking at both machines, PS and SPS, and not focusing
on a single one. Indeed, higher-energy particles produce
different effects in terms of irradiation and activation,
which makes the momentum distribution of beam losses
an essential figure-of-merit. The situation is summarized in
Fig. 17 where average beam intensity losses are shown as a
function of beam momentum. After a full analysis of the
intensity losses as a function of momentum for the SPS
cycle, the most significant contribution to the lost intensity
comes around 22 GeV=c, corresponding to transition
crossing, and the second significant contribution occurs
at injection energy. In the other parts of the SPS cycle the
losses are negligible. At injection (or close to injection)
the losses are likely to be aperture-related, as previously
discussed.

C. Correlations between PS and SPS

The presence of time variations in the main PS beam
parameters like ηMTE also induces variations of the SPS
performance, so that a statistical analysis of the correlation
between the key efficiency indicators of the two machines
is needed to assess which parameters rule the overall
performance.
It is worth noting that whenever the PS and SPS data are

to be considered globally, the two PS cycles, which are
injected in the same SPS cycle, should in some sense be
combined together. The analysis of the correlation of, e.g.,
ηMTE for two PS consecutive cycles shows a very strong
correlation (higher than 0.80) for all data sets examined.
This means that the time variations are on a longer time
scale than that of the duration of the pairs of 14 GeV=c PS
cycles. For this reason, the efficiency indicators of PS
cycles injected into the same SPS cycle have been averaged
for usage in the analysis presented in the following.
Furthermore, all SPS cycles consisting of only a single
injection from the PS have been rejected and are not part of
the data sample discussed.
The principle of the correlation analysis is based on the

use of the PS and SPS efficiencies and the outcome is
summarized in Fig. 18, where the elements of the corre-
lation matrix are shown as heat maps. Given the intrinsic
symmetries, only the lower-diagonal part of the matrix is
shown here.
The first conclusion one can draw from the plots is that

the overall pattern does not depend strongly on beam
intensity. The second immediate conclusion from these heat
maps is that there is a rather strong correlation between
ηMTE and ηExt for all three MTE time frames, which
nevertheless represents a correlation between figures-of-
merit in the same ring. The third conclusion is that the
correlation between ηMTE and SPS efficiency figures is not
that strong. This is an important outcome of the analysis,
i.e., that the shape of the spill does not seem to be the main
culprit for the SPS performance. In fact, ηMTE is positively
correlated with losses earlier in the transmission through
the SPS cycle (such as ηTL, ηInj), but less correlated with

later transmission efficiencies. Furthermore, the stronger
correlation is only between ηExt and ηInj, suggesting that

improving the PS extraction will lead to more effective
injection into the SPS. Note that ηInj is less strongly

correlated with ηMTE, thus indicating that a flat spill is
less important, as far as SPS injection losses are concerned,
than a clean PS extraction. It is also worth mentioning that
the correlations are either close to zero or, in case they are
larger, they are in the majority of cases positive, thus
indicating that an improvement in the PS is also beneficial
for the SPS.
To examine this further, the correlation plots for ηExt and

some of the SPS efficiencies against ηMTE are shown in
Fig. 19. The progressive reduction of the correlation of
SPS figures-of-merit and ηMTE is clearly visible as well as a

FIG. 16. Histogram showing the distribution of ηOverall. The

typical intensity values are in units of 1010 ppp at extraction from

the PS.

FIG. 17. Intensity losses in % as a function of momentum for
2015 data, both CT and MTE. The highest intensity losses (for all
four time frames) come around 22 GeV=c, corresponding to
transition crossing, reaching as high as 2.5%. The typical

intensity values are in units of 1010 ppp at extraction from the PS.
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non-negligible number of outliers: in spite of their impact
on the numerical value of the correlation, which could be
higher in case of rejection of outliers, the plots clearly
indicate that the reduction of correlation is real.

D. Comparison between CT and MTE beams

The last point that will be addressed is the direct
comparison between CT and MTE in terms of beam
performance as until now only the characterization of
MTE has been discussed. The key quantities have been
already shown in previous plots and in this section the main
points will be presented. At the level of the PS ring, the
MTE features a flatter spill than CT as can be seen in
Fig. 12, where the distribution of ηDC is shown. In fact, even
if MTE features longer tails in the distribution of ηDC, the
minimum value is still comparable with that of CT and the
peak is much closer to 1. Moreover, MTE is also superior in
terms of ηExt (see Fig. 13, upper), for which a clear shift of
the position of the peak of the distribution is visible,
according to the theoretical estimates [16]. On the other
hand, the transfer line efficiency ηTL features very similar
distributions for CT and MTE, in spite of the different
optical configurations in the transfer line, such as the
absence of emittance exchange for MTE. As far as the
SPS is concerned, the situation is somewhat different.
The overview of the figures-of-merit reported in Fig. 15
is rather clear: in general, CT performs better than MTE,
with narrower peaks shifted toward higher values of the
efficiencies than the MTE ones. The differences are
particularly striking in the low-energy part of the SPS
magnetic cycle, while they are less noticeable at higher
energies and after transition no notable differences are
found. Obviously, ηSPS is rather different (see Fig. 15, lower
right) for CT and MTE, mainly due to the differences in the
low-energy part of the SPS cycle. A somewhat different
situation is found when considering ηOverall, where the main
difference between CT and MTE is the spread of the
distributions, while the mean values are very comparable.

FIG. 18. Correlation heat maps for the figures-of-merit used in the analysis. The three plots refer to the different MTE beam intensities,
namely Np ¼ 1500, 1800, 2000 ppp for the left, center, and right panel, respectively. It is worth noting that the general tendency of
correlations was found to be positive.

FIG. 19. Example of correlation plots between PS and SPS
efficiency figures of merit. The progressively lower correlation
between ηMTE and transmission efficiencies for later stages in the
SPS cycle is clearly visible. The typical intensity values are in

units of 1010 ppp at extraction from the PS.
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The losses vs. beam momentum shown in Fig. 17 confirms
what was already mentioned, i.e., in the SPS for the same
beam intensity the losses for MTE are larger than for CT up
to around transition and then the differences are no longer
relevant.
Another specific aspect that must be addressed using the

SPS efficiencies defined earlier is the sensitivity of MTE or
CT beams to the composition of the SPS super-cycle. In
fact, a dynamic super-cycle composition can be defined so
that several beams can be produced, like cycles for the
filling of the LHC ring, or to perform special studies in view
of future developments. The change of super-cycle can
generate differences in the magnetic hysteresis and remnant
fields at injection, which could have an impact on the
performance of MTE or CT production processes. In
Fig. 20 the main results of this analysis have been
summarized. The difference in ηFB for MTE and CT is
clearly visible and it is the main source of difference in
ηOverall. At low energy the mean value of the distribution of
ηFB depends strongly on the SPS super-cycle for MTE,
while the average is approximately constant for CT. This is
possibly linked with the aperture issues affecting MTE
beams in the vertical plane. In fact, any magnetic pertur-
bation of the SPS configuration might turn into a variation
of orbit, which, in case of a beam emittance close to the ring
acceptance, might turn into increased beam losses and
hence reduced efficiency.

In terms of correlation between PS and SPS perfor-
mance, it is interesting to compare the heat maps for MTE,
as reported in Fig. 18, and the corresponding situation for
CT, as reported in Fig. 21. The difference between MTE
and CT is remarkable: indeed, while some correlation can
be found for the MTE case, for CTall correlations are weak,
the largest ones being of the order of 0.5 in absolute value.
The negative correlation between ηTL and ηInj and the

positive correlation between ηFB and ηFP should both be
noted. This is yet another confirmation that the spill profile,

FIG. 20. Transmission efficiency ηFB (upper row) and ηOverall (bottom row) for MTE (left column) and CT (right column) for the
various types of SPS super-cycles (Standard for the normal super-cycle; Special for super-cycle for beam physics development studies;
Filling for LHC filling super-cycle). The difference is clear and mainly stems from the different efficiency in the low-energy part of the
SPS cycle.

FIG. 21. Correlation heat map for the figures of merit used in
the analysis of CT performance.
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as described by ηMTE or ηDC, is essentially uncorrelated to
the SPS performance. Finally, it is worth stressing that this
observation cannot be used to draw a conclusion on the lack
of correlation between the various figures of merit for the
CT case, as the weak correlation could be (all or in part) due
to the smaller fluctuations in the efficiency figures-of-merit
for CT than for MTE (see, e.g., Fig. 15).
As a last point, another way of directly comparing CT

and MTE consists of examining the information from the
individual beam loss monitors (BLMs) that are installed
along both the PS and SPS circumference. For the PS
BLMs, Fig. 22 (upper part) shows a striking improvement
of MTE with respect to CT. This is, of course, the
consequence of the MTE principle, which avoids the beam
slicing with an electrostatic septum, leading to a dramatic
reduction of beam losses around the PS ring. Note that
the plot has been generated using data with Np ¼ 1500

(the closest intensity to that of the CT time frame) and the
overall pattern of losses does not differ when other
intensities are used. Furthermore, the readings, when
normalized by the average value of the beam intensity,
are approximately constant. The SPS situation is also
visible in Fig. 22 (lower part). These losses are scaled
by the intensity of the beam, so as to give a direct
comparison. In most of the BLMs, there are similar levels
of losses, but in BLM 121 there is a clear intensity

dependence, with an increase of a factor of 2 or more
when the highest intensity (Np ¼ 2000) is used. The

analysis of the signal of the BLM 121 revealed that the
beam losses occur at the moment of the second injection
and are generated by the beam uncaptured after the first
injection. This fraction of beam is deflected by the injection
kicker, which is located 90° upstream of the BLM location,
and is lost. Therefore, the increase of losses at this location
is a a sign of increased level of uncaptured beam as a
function of intensity.
To summarize the current breakdown of where the losses

come from in the PS to SPS extraction mechanism, Fig. 23
shows the losses in each of the four major sections (PS
Extraction, Transfer Lines, SPS Injection, and SPS overall
transmission) stacked so as to view the overall beam losses.
For the 2010 run, no data is available to evaluate the losses
in the transfer line and at SPS injection, so they have been
left as 0.0% (to only compare like to like), but the dashed
line at the top of the figure shows the overall losses in 2010.
The first point to note is the huge improvement for the
global MTE performance since 2010. The improvement in
the PS losses thanks to MTE should be stressed, while
the situation in the transfer line is very much the same for
CT and MTE. The situation in the SPS favors CT, as far as
beam losses are concerned, even if globally, the combined
losses between PS and SPS are almost the same for the two
beam types. A last comment is particularly relevant: it
should not be forgotten that CT was implemented in the
1970s. Hence, it was fully optimized over the course of
several decades, and the level of losses shown in Fig. 23
are the results of a long and meticulous work. Clearly,
MTE is comparatively very new and still has room for
improvements.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper the first performance of the CERN injector
complex with transversely split beams has been reviewed

FIG. 22. BLM readings for MTE and CT in the PS (upper) and
SPS (lower) rings. The bars represent the average, while the error
bars the rms values of the BLMs. For the PS case the readings are
given in ADC counts, while for the SPS, the readings have been
normalized to the beam intensity. The typical intensity values are
in units of 1010 ppp at extraction from the PS.

FIG. 23. Bar plot of losses for MTE and CT beams. The height
of each bar represents the total losses, from before ejection in the
PS, to the start of Flat Top in the SPS. The typical intensity values
are in units of 1010 ppp at extraction from the PS.
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and presented in detail. The data are those from the first
operational MTE run in 2015.
The PS performance with MTE beams has been greatly

improved with respect to the first short run in 2010. The
main goals of increasing the extraction efficiency and of
reducing the PS ring irradiation have been fully achieved,
with MTE surpassing the CT performance in agreement
with expectations. Moreover, the dummy septum has been
successfully commissioned and put in operation providing
the required shadowing of the magnetic septum, without
interfering with the extraction of the non-MTE beams.
For the first time, a detailed analysis of the SPS

performance could be carried out, including also correla-
tion between the two main rings, i.e., PS and SPS. The
overall efficiency is very similar between MTE and CT, the
first being superior in the PS and the latter in the SPS.
The largest difference in terms of SPS performance is
observed in the low-energy part of the cycle: the larger
vertical emittance of the MTE beam generates beam losses
due to a reduction of the vertical acceptance of the SPS. This
is not felt as an intrinsic limitation of the MTE beam, as it
could be overcome by a global realignment of the SPS ring
so to restore a similar acceptance to what was available in the
past. The possibility that a fraction of the losses in the early
part of the SPS cycle are due to uncaptured beam will be
explored by trying to establish a correlation between these
losses and the high-frequency structure on the spill (see
Appendix C). Another point to note when comparing CTand
MTE beams is that the former has been optimized over many
years, while the latter has been in operation for only a few
months. All of this indicates that there is still room for
improvement in the MTE performance, mainly in the SPS.
Efforts are continually devoted to better understanding

of the origin of the fluctuations of ηMTE in the PS and a
vigorous effort to reduce the ripple of specific power
converters is ongoing and the beneficial impact is expected
to be seen during the 2017 physics run.
The 2016 fixed target physics run at the SPS has started

using MTE as operational beam. This entailed developing a
lower intensity MTE, as for early commissioning after
shutdowns and longer technical stops, the SPS requires a

lower intensity batch (≈ 4 × 1012 ppp) ideally of the length
of the nominal batch of 10.5 μs. Reducing the MTE beam
intensity in the PS requires readjusting the parameters for
the creation of the islands and is hence not a completely
transparent operation. This new type of MTE beam was
successfully delivered to the SPS, and currently the fixed
target experiments are using MTE beams at typical beam

intensities of 1000 × 1010 ppp in view of higher intensities
for the 2017 run. Under these conditions, CT remains only
a backup option in case of major issues with MTE.
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APPENDIX A: PROPERTIES OF THE

FIGURES-OF-MERIT ηMTE AND ηDC

Using the notation of Sec. II B and assuming that the PS
spill IðtÞ is a step-wise constant function of the form

IðtÞ ¼ hIi þ Δj for ðj − 1Þτ < t ≤ jτ and 1 ≤ j ≤ 5

ðA1Þ

where

hIi ¼
1

T

Z

T

0

IðtÞdt and
X

5

j¼1

Δj ¼ 0; ðA2Þ

and T ¼ 5τ then Eq. (3) reads:

ηDC ¼
1

1þ 1

5hIi2

P

5

j¼1
Δ

2
j

: ðA3Þ

Equation (A3) is suitable for the analysis of the perfor-
mance of beams extracted like the CT.
Note that the maximum of ηDC is achieved when Δj ¼ 0

for 1 ≤ j ≤ 5.
Equation (A1) allows rewriting ηMTE as

ηMTE ¼
1

5

�

1þ
1

4hIi

X

4

j¼1

Δj

�

ðA4Þ

or, alternatively
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ηMTE ¼
1

5

�

1 −
Δ5

4hIi

�

: ðA5Þ

Note that if ηMTE ¼ 1=5, corresponding to equal sharing
of intensity over the five extracted turns, then Δj ¼ 0 for

1 ≤ j ≤ 5 and ηDC ¼ 1.
By using the previous expressions for ηMTE, it is possible

to recast Eq. (A3) in a form which shows the dependence
on ηMTE, namely

ηDC ¼
1

1þ 32

5
ð5ηMTE − 1Þ2 − 1

5hIi2

P

4

j;k¼1

0
ΔjΔk

ðA6Þ

where the symbol
P

0
j;k indicates that the sum is performed

only for j ≠ k.
The rather general assumption (A1) can be specialized to

the case of MTE beams. In this case one has that all Δj for

j ≤ 4 are equal, so that only two free parameters describe
the extracted beam intensity, namely Δ (representing the
common value of Δj for j ≤ 4) and Δ5. In this case it is

immediate to see that

ηDC ¼
1

5

1

1 − 8ηMTE þ 20η2MTE

: ðA7Þ

APPENDIX B: HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF

INTENSITY SPILL FOR MTE AND CT BEAMS

Harmonic analysis of the extracted spill can provide
additional insight into its features. Assuming the form (A1)
for IðtÞ, then the amplitude of the Fourier component of
order n is given by

cn ¼
1

T

Z

T

0

IðtÞe−
2πin
T
ðtþT

2
Þdt

¼
e−πin

T

X

5

j¼1

Z

jT=5

ðj−1ÞT=5
½hIi þ Δj�e

−2πin
T
ðtþT

2
Þdt

¼
ð−1Þ

2πin

nþ1

ð1 − e
2πin
5 Þ

X

5

j¼1

Δje
−2πin

5
j: ðB1Þ

This means that harmonics of the fundamental frequency
1=T ¼ 1=10.5 MHz ≈ 95 kHz for the PS case are present
in the spectrum, with the corresponding amplitude jcnj
decreasing as 1=n. It is worth stressing that the compo-
nents c5k are naturally suppressed from the spectrum.
In the general case, the expression (B1) cannot be

expressed only in terms of, e.g., ηDC or ηMTE, but an
alternative expression of jcnj can be given highlighting its
dependence on ηDC, namely

jcnj ¼
1

ð2πnÞ2
j1 − e

2πin
5 j5hIi2

×

�

1 − ηDC

ηDC
þ

1

5hIi2

X

5

j;k¼1

0
ΔjΔke

−2πin
5
ðj−kÞ

�

: ðB2Þ

For the MTE case, however, the previous results can
be cast in a simpler form. Indeed, by using the fact that
the spill can be described by two free parameters, only
(Δ and Δ5), one has

cn ¼
ð−1Þ

2πin

nþ1

Δ5

5ηMTE − 1

1 − 4ηMTE

ð1 − e
2πin
5 Þ ðB3Þ

where the following relation has been used

ηMTE ¼
Δ

4Δþ Δ5

: ðB4Þ

Of course, whenever all Δj are equal, or for the MTE case

Δ ¼ Δ5 corresponding to ηMTE ¼ 0.2, then cn ¼ 0∀ n > 0

while c0 ¼ hIi. In all other cases a direct relationship
between cn and ηMTE is present.
The previous models can be made more realistic by

assuming that the constant steps Δj are indeed modulated.

In this case, the assumptions Eqs. (A1) and (A2) are still
valid, but now

ΔjðtÞ ¼ hΔji þ fjðtÞ 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 ðB5Þ

where fjðtÞ has zero mean. Equation (B1) can be recast in

the following form

cn ¼
ð−1Þ

2πin

nþ1

ð1 − e
2πin
5 Þ

X

5

j¼1

hΔji
−2πin

5
j

þ
1

T

X

5

j¼1

Z

jT=5

ðj−1ÞT=5
fjðtÞe

−2πin
T
ðtþT

2
Þdt: ðB6Þ

It is readily seen that in this case c5k is not zero anymore
given the additional term depending of fjðtÞ. The value of
jcnj can be found easily from Eq. (B6), and it comes out
that it depends on ηDC with a term of the form (B2) and on
two additional terms: one depending on fjðtÞ, only, and a

mixed term including both fjðtÞ and Δj. Of course, the

same occurs for the form (B3).

APPENDIX C: HARMONIC ANALYSIS APPLIED

TO MEASURED INTENSITY SPILLS

FOR MTE AND CT BEAMS

While the low-resolution data of the spill have been used
to extract information on the efficiencies of the MTE
process (see Sec. III A), the high-resolution data are ideal
to perform the harmonic analysis detailed in the previous
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sections. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be computed
to investigate the frequencies of signals that make up the
spill, which is shown in Fig. 24.
The high-amplitude component at 200 MHz is by

design: this is the frequency by which the spill is modulated
in the PS. High-order harmonics are also present, while any
other frequencies come from some other sources. For
example, the strong signal near 192.5 MHz is due to the
h ¼ 16 bunching. In fact, the beam at flat top consists of 16
bunches and then it is debunched prior to extraction (see
Fig. 3). However, the relatively short time allocated for this
beam manipulation implies that a residual modulation of
the beam intensity at h ¼ 16 is present. This is indeed the
case, as can be seen in the center and lower plot of Fig. 24.

A comparative analysis between the CT and MTE case
shows that, globally, they are very similar, even if the low-
frequency components, i.e., lower than 100 MHz are more
important for MTE than for CT (Fig. 24, upper plot).
Concerning the spectrum content around the main
200 MHz frequency, the component at 192.5 MHz is
present in both cases, although, with a stronger amplitude
variation for MTE. Indeed, even the 200 MHz component
features some amplitude variations over time that are more
important for MTE. Note that the data used for the analysis
presented here were not taken during periods when the
beam was delivered to the SPS. Therefore, it is not possible
to assess whether there is any correlation with the spectrum
structure and the performance of the SPS ring, in particular
the losses during acceleration and close to transition energy.
This aspect will be considered in future studies.
Another aspect analyzed using the experimental data is

the dependence of some key frequency components on the
typical efficiency parameters like ηMTE and ηDC. The results
of the numerical analysis are shown in Fig. 25 in which the
dependence of jcnj; 1 ≤ n ≤ 3 (according to the notation
used in Appendix B) on ηMTE (upper) and ηDC (lower)
is shown.
A good correlation is clearly visible, confirming the

theoretical analysis carried out before. However, it is clear
that jcnj does not go to zero for ηMTE ¼ 0.2. This is the sign
that an additional modulation of the spill is present, beyond
the structure generated by a nonuniform sharing of beam
intensity between islands and core, according to what is
predicted by Eq. (B6). Note also that the sampling rate is

FIG. 24. Amplitudes of frequencies from FFT for CT (left
column) and MTE (right column) extracted spills as a function of
time. The upper plot shows all frequencies present in the
spectrum, while in the center plot a zoom in the region around
the 200 MHz component is shown. The bottom plot shows the
evolution over time of the 200 MHz and of the 192.5 MHz
components only.

FIG. 25. Investigating relationships between jcnj and ηMTE; ηDC.
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not high enough to resolve the main frequency of ≈95 kHz
and its harmonics. In the future, correlation between the
amplitudes of these special harmonic components and the
SPS performance might be investigated.
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